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1. INTRODUCTION
1979 ıran Revolution accelerated ·an enthusiastic dealing with the relationship between lslam and polity among the students of Middle Eastern
politics who have been already interested in lslamic resurgence of late 1970
s. More generally 'lslamic fundamentalism'; particularly 'Twelver Shi'i'
branch _of lslam seemed to have been quickly popularized in some quarters and accepted as a key to understand the direction of political mainstream of the Middle East, which is definitely unstable and difficult to foresee. it is not surprising that the quick popularization was built up by a set
of assumptions including that Shi'ism has been a monolithic movement
and its followers have always been the leaders of social opposition movements against established temporal rulers. (1) The leading role of the
'ulama' in the alliance by which ıran Revolution was realized, and in postrevolutionary period emphatically underlied the above mentioned tendency
and somehow obscured what novelty and peculiarity was to lranian Revolution.
The present study's aim is to examine the characteristics of the relationship between Shi'a 'ulama' and the state in the context of several political
events wbich have yielded internationally important implications shaping
the near history of ıran.

il. SHl'ISM iN IRAN
Shi'ism became and remained the official religion in ıran since 1501 when
'Safavids' came into power. Since then Shi'ism andıran have beconie identified and it has only been ıran whose majority of population is Shi'a. This
enabled 'ulama' to play such a leading role for community as natıonal churches played to create a popular spirit in Europe. it was, and is, Shi'ism whose
separateness from the rest of lslamic realm created o confluence with lranian cultura individualism. Therefore, it was that lran relatively did not suffer from the bifurcation between religion and nationalism and 'ulama' emerged not only as religious leaders, but religio-national leaders.
it is thereby anot her significant impl-ication of. what Safavid autocracy caused is to give way to the existence ofa body of Shi'a 'ulama' which is possibly comparable with the clergy in European societies. The elevation of
Shi'ism to the status of national religion in ıran, as Cobin has pointed out,
gave birth to "something like an official clergy, exclusively concerned with
legality and jurisprudance, to such a point that originial Shi'ism, in its es-
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sence gnostic and theosophic, has so to speak, to hide itself." (2) it is clear that Shi'ism as state religion imposed a contradiction in tems, "since
the essence of Shi'ism demands a minority status for its adherents" and
since " the real triumph of Shi'ism is possible only through the return and
manifestation of the Jfidden imam', when legitimacy will return to the world
and be fulfilled". (3) This contradiction has and would bring forward the
central question as to how and how much 'ulama' is intervene politics and
oppose temporal authorities. in the context of the involvement of 'ulama·~
into the politics, there has been emerged two different attitudes towards
prevailing authorities: 'quietism' and 'activism.'. it would however be useful to note that it is definitely possible to deduce both sorts of attitudes from
the lmaı:ni belief which implies that while 'imam' remained in occultation,
a shadow of illegitimacy was bound to cover ali worldly strivings and activities. Acocording to Algar, the former has come gradually to dominate the
mainstream of Shi'ism of ıran whereby denial of legitimacy with a quietistic patience and absention from action. For instance, "the imam Ja'far asSadiq, sixth in the succession and from whom originates so much of imami hadith ... recommended to his followers total aostension from even so
much as verbal dispute with their opponents." (4) However Shi'a doctrine,
as Akhavi ar,gued, does uphold the right of the 'ulama' to protest injustice.
(5) The history of Shi'ism in ıran, thus combines repeated clashes with existing rules although prohibits the finali cal of an overthrown of the existing
order in the name ofa legitimate alternative, 'vilayat'i faqih', until the very
eve of the 1979 revelution. As Watt has pointed out in 1960 that the line
which distinguishes activism from quietism is very imperceptible and to
leap from one to another is completely easy:
•
Those who believe in the 'hidden imam' are not required to do anything in the immediate future, not even to work for any particular reform. At the same time,, it is implied that the regime is not pe~fect,
and the way is left open for action at some future date. Such an attitude might often be politically harmless, but there lurked in it a potential danger. A change of circumstances might suggest to the adherents of the movement that the time for action had come. (6).
Conflictionary aspects of "ulama-state" relations in ıran were initially shaped by Qajar autocracy. Qajar period appeared asa confron'tation between people mand goverment, in which the "ulama"act as inspirers and leaders of popular feeling. Algar argues that the Qajar period signifies the
first clear confrontation between the government and the people, and that
the confrontation was religiously motivated and centered on the person
ofa mujtahid". Undei" these circumstances, "the goverment became increasingly suspected of treason and cooperation with foreing; non-muslim
powers; the "ulama" were the natura! leaders of opposition to it." (7). in
the reign of Fath Ali Shah we see then already developing the dual role
of "ulama", that of opposing the state, and that of countering tlıe impact
of foreing powers. This role would have become more explicit as the cen-
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tury progressed. The rivalry between "ulama" and the state became bitter and transformed into a tug-of-war in the time of Muhammed Shah who
endeavoured to strengthen his central secular autlority exacerbated the
inherent hostility of the "ulama".
The very last years of the XIX century saw the development of all the factors that went to make up the period of turmoil and confusion known as
the Constitutional Revolution. Reformist tyranny of Nasır ud Din Shah, became more oppressive and aimed at westernizing certain aspects of the
state "necassarily pushed forward the line of demarcation between clerical and monarchical power into. the realms of the former."(8)
Conflictionary aspects of 'ulama-state' relations in ıran were initially shaped by Qajar autocracy. Qajar period appeared asa confrontation between people and government, in which the 'ulama' act as inspirers and leaders of popular feeling. Algar argues that the Qajar period signifies the
first clear confrontation was religiously motivated and centered on the person ofa 'mujtahid'. Under these circumstances, "the goverment became
increasingly suspected of treason and cooperation with foreign, non-muslim
powers; the 'ulama' were the natura! leaders of opposition to it."(7). in the
reing of Fath Ali Shah we see then already developing the dual role of "ulama", that of opposing the state, and that of countering the impact of foreign powers. This role would have become more explicit as the century progressed. The rivalry between "ulama" and the state became bitter and transformed into a tug-of-war in the time of Muhammad Shah who endeavoured to strengthen his central secular authoruty exacerbated the inherent
hostility of the "ulama".
The very last years of the XIX century saw the development of all the factors that went to make up the period of turmoil and confusion known as
the Constitutional Revolution. Reformist tyranny of Nasir ud Din Shah, became more oppressive and aimed at westernizing certain aspects of the
state " necessarily pushed forward the line of demarcation between clerical and monarchical power into the realms of the former."(8) .
in sum, the 19th century has witnessed the total alienation of the majority of clergy and that of nation from the state. Their common alienation
from the state served to create a spirit of community and solidarity leaving
.the 'ulama'in the position of not merely as communal-religious but also
as national leaders. in particular, last Qajar Shah's determined commitment to the cooperation with western powers to the point of identification,
objections were articulated, not only to the state but also to foreing aggression in lslamic rather than in nationalist terms. This helped to create
a community whose main chracteristic,as Algar has pointed out, was "either purely religious nor purely national, but what may best be termed religionational. '' (9)
The period between the protest Movement against tobacco concession and
the Constitutional Revolution above all as a confrontation between people
and state. During the period, it was not only clergy that consistently acted
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as inspirers and leaders of popular feeling, but other political groups in
favour of imposing constitutional limits over the monarch y. Clergy to set
on more general protest, clergy was well awere when to quit the struggle
which might have meant to take more serios risks in terms of their interests, as a social group, to protect.
it is likely to be an ignored fact that clergy in ıran constituted itself as a
semi-closed elite with tight-knit intermarriage patterns linking families, and
its captiousness manner against any attempt which would limit "ulama"s"
influence in future could probably be linked their peculiar group interest.(1 O)

111. TOBACCO PROTEST
.
Tobacco monopoly was one ofa number of concessions granted to foreing economic interests towards the very end of the last century. By concession, all rights concerning the sale and tobacco produced.j_n ıran were
transferred to the lmperial Tobacco Corporation. Concession was totally
unwelcomed by the "bazaar" whose interests were heavily damaged. it
would have meant that the lion share from the tobacco trade had to be
given up due to buying and selling at prices arbitrarily fixed by a foreign
company.
·
What made the "ulama" resent on concession was different from the bazaar merchants. Their grievances were stemmed from the concern if foreigners were to gain such influence, it would not be long before it extended
from economic and commercial affairs to the more immediate concerns
of the "ulama". Therefore, the appearance ofa large number of non-Muslim
foreigners,working tor the tobacco corporation was resented by the "ula~
ma". The belief that the existence of ıran as a religio-national community
had undergone a threat imposed by the tobacco corporation was pointed
out in the "Magala-yi Milli" printed and distributed in Tehran during the
protest movement: "it was thought that ıran might suffer from the fate of
lndia. "(11)
Before the formation of alliance between "bazaar" merchants and "ula- ·
ma", it is unlikely to argue that both parties had taken part in the protest
at the same time since formers" interests were much more urgently under
threat. As lrfani has pointed out the "fetwa" was 'forged by the desperate tobacco merchants who were severely affected by the tobacco concession and felt betrayed by the silence of the clerical leadership". The resentment was voiced in the leaflets delivered by tobacco merchants on
the eve of protest in Tehran:
You have become mullahs with money of people. the expenses for
your studies were borne by labours of the shopkeepers, traders and
farmers. people did not suffer deprivation so that you should become
owners and rulers. Why then don 't you walk in step with the people. "(12)
1

11

11

The promulgation of fetwa" constitutes another aspect of the de_bate on
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what role 11 ulama" has played in the tobacco--protest.Algar points out some questions concerning if Ayatullah Hasan Shirati did write "fetwa" in
person. it was alleged that it was not shirati wtio wrote the 11 fetwa" in person, but signedit.(13)

Ev~ntually, 11 fetvarı imposed religious sanctions against the use of tobacco by muslims as long as tobacco was the monopoly ofa British company,
and paralysed the entire state administration. When all activity that had
anything to do with tobacco came to an abrupt halt, protest movement success put a set of striking implicatons at both national and international levels.
First, it was tobacco protest that composed an alliance, between two sectors ot'ıranian society which were largely independent of central state appa. ratus: bazaar" representing economic enterprise and ' ulama" representing religious direction.
Second, tobacco protest served to culminate the genaral state of unrest
and dissatisfaction that eventually led constitutional Revolution of
1905-1906. 11 The traditional regime ··~ was overturned in 1906 anda constitutional governnient established Progressive members of the traditional
elite entered into alliance with por-change elements, and a new governing
elite began to emerge that incorporated the liberal intelligentsia, commercial leaders, and clerical activities" .(14) it was clergy that found itself in
an uneasy and gradually broadening alliance with reformist elements, and
that supported that alliance as long as the Shah had not announced its
cancellatioh. Thus, when the cancellation was annnounced, the clergy immediately concluded that its mission had been accomplished.
11
lt was no longer concerned with the consequences of the cancellation, regardless of the fact that the conditions which the British had imposed on ıran to compensate for the treaty's cancellation were more humiliating and explotive than the concession itself. "(15)
11

1

it is definitely indicated by both British and Persian sources that in economic terms the majority of lranian people did not benefit from the victory
against the concession. Althought the concession cancelled saved ıran from
'the fate of lndia', such broader goals of the movement as decreasing the
power of foreigners in ıran, and especially a general lessening of foreing
economic priveleges were not achieved, and the country entered the 20th
century as felt further and further under outside control.(16)
Another consequence of the movement has to be linked to the methods
that were used during the protest. Tobacco protest would be remember
as the firstbroad non-violent political action which was achieved whereby
the entire population of the country. it was after lhis successful non-violent
resistance against the British Tobacco Company that Gandhi launched the
passive resistance campaing against the British, and boycotted the use
of British products throughout ,ındia.(17) Mass mobilisation by which 'the
movement was successful became a major factor and was used in seve-
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ral occasions that are turning points of near lranian history.(18)
in addition, another type of cooperation was adopted asa give and take
between 'ulama' and 'bazaar'. While mosques and residences of the
'ulama' were being used as sanctuaries to escape from the repression of
the state, closure of the bazaar paralyzed entire urban life.(19) Tobacco
movement, for the first time, enabled foreign observers to realize the extension of clerical power in ıran. in a letter dated December 24, 1891, Lascelles wrote to Salisbury that:
" ... if the mullahs succeed in asserting their power and introduce a fanatical and anti-European reign, we should have to give up all hope
of seeing the regeneration of Persia by means of commercial enterprise. (20)
After the cancellation of the concession "ulama" seemed to enjoy a noticeable of power as a social group vis-a-vis state. Nasir ud-Din Shah felt
himself obliged to summon the clergy and thank them for strengthening
the foundations of the state, "and promised thereafter them on aJI important matters."(21) Ascendancy put the clergy in the position of power side
by side the Shah. Allovances were lavished upon them, and then recommendation became essential for the success of any petition or request to
the government.
"The ascendancy gained by the "ulama" through the repeal of the tobacco concession was not immediately exploited by them for any serios attempt at weakening the Qajar dynasty. lndeed there appeared to
be even cooperation between "ulama" and state."(22)
Ongoing social unrest gradully transformed into another political protest
after the Tobacco Movement. Constitutional Revolution was much more
closely linked with domestic concerns and directed against the state tpan
the Tobacco Movement. lts cons_equences, thereby, much more concerned with domestic issues. it was not that the clergy's political attitude was
more consistent and undisputable during the revolution than former protest movement. On the contrary, asa test case, Constitutional Revolution
demonstrated that the clergy was unable to lead a great political transformation for what in the final analysis caused the former protest was not the
confrontation between the clergy and state, but clergy's antioccidentalism:
even though they were pushed by merchants and intellectuals, some
'ulama' played key roles in leading and getting popular support for the Tobacco Movement and the constitutional revolution, although many "ulama"
turned against that revolution once its secularist implications, harmful to
their power and influence, became clear. (23). Therefore it was the same
anti-occidentalism which particularly determined highrank mullahs' political attitude to react and resist the developments towards the creation of
a national-assembly and that of parliamentarism (24).
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The very last years of the XIX century witnessed somehow similar political
developments which led to the constitutional revolutions in ıran and Ottoman Empire. The attempts to centralization and modernization, and later
on, popular uprising for constitutionalism effected the political developments
in ıran. The second half of the last century became the crucial years of
transformation in every .aspect of social and political life of the Ottoman
Empire. The introduction of new army and new schooling systems produced strong echoes across the borders and was seriously taken into consideration bay lranian monarchy whose centralized power was comparatively weaker than neighbouring Ottoman Dynasty.
Yet it is unlikely possible to argue that the transaction between these adjacent 'non-colonized' countries of the Near-East was a one-way transaction. While Qajar monarchy was closely watching the changes imposed
by the Ottoman rulers, it was Ottoman Sultans who were well aware of the
fact that lranian 'ulama' have been playing crucially independent and determining role in popular unrests such as Tobacco protest. Eventually, the
Tobacco concession alarmed Ottoman rulers who have given the very same concession to the British companies. The correspondence of Ottoman
ambassador to Tehran, Ghalib Beg, reveals that how Ottomans have deeply concerned with the Shi'a propaganda which could encourage peripheral organizations to challenge the legitimacy of 'Sunni Khilafat'. Ambassador has recommended the capital to take set oN:neasures against Shi'a
propaganda in lraq. Among his proposals to cope WIDı Shi'ism were to limit the visits to sacred places in Najaf, lraq, where by assigning a specific
time, and gradual closing down of Shi'a Madrasas around Najaf. Ambassador has been believing that the problem could only be sorted out whereby harsh counter action since to show tolerance would only encourage
'riotous' lranian people and 'ulama' to uprise as had been seen by the latest incidence of 'regie question' (25).
During the last years of Qajar rule and the first decade of Pahlavi rule,
'ulama' seemed to involve directly into the mundane political events. Both
Qajar and Pahlavi rulers have tried to limit their activities which were depending on the claim that it was 'imam' who is fully entitled to govertıment
and to rule, not 'Shah'. Therefore the opposition of 'ulama' has tried to
be absorbed and some high ranking members of the 'ulama' were overtly
coopted by the temporal authorities. Yet there was a set of reasons which
las facilitated the cooptation:
1. The willingness of the 'ulama' to serve in administratiye positions in the
em pire;
2. The tendency towards extreme bookishness and scholasticism on the
part of some of the leading 'ulama'.
3. The fear that involvement in politics could lead to the disruption of the
society and open the possibilities for foreign dismemberment of
Shi'ism.(26).
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Beyond the cboptation the _predominant form of the relationship between
the state and 'ulama' has been an alliance. Althought it was based on the
mutual needs of both parties, it was not one among equals, since as Akhavi pointed out, frbm 1941-1953 the Shah's power was so attenuated that
clergy-state relatiorıs were in fact a matter of clergy-state administration
and clergy-cabinet interaction.(27).

iV. NATIONALIZATION OF OIL
it is the case of 'Nationalization of oil' the lranian clergy has shown its political understanding by putting its own group interests before the direct
interst~ _ of the country. At that time, it was Mossadeq whom 'ulama' has
gradually drawn its support and then strongly opposed. Mossadeq's political orientation was overtly influenced by political atmosphere of decolonization years of post war period and thereby nonalignment. He envisaged
a 'free lran' independet of both the Eastern and Western power blocs. Such
a policy Mossadeq thought, was feasible through his strategy of 'negative
confrontation' with the super powers.(28) At national level, he was the representative of national bourgeoise. Eventually, in nationalist and antiimperialist terms of 'Tobacco Movement', the nationalization of oil very munderstandably was a better opportunity far the 'ulama' to act against foreign exploitation of national sources of the country in favour of the people.
Yet it was 'ulama' which narrowmindedly preferred to adopt an inconsistent political attitude towards Mossadeq government, and was lured and
used by those had once been opposed to. Mossadeq's National Front initially uncluded many outstanding religio-political leaders. They could be
rougly placed in two cate·gories. "The first consisted of men such as Ayatullah Mahmud Taliqani who could be at peace with a movemeıit that rested on both the national and religious communities and would work to produce a formula that would balerice the two. The second consisted of men
such as Kashani who saw an alliance with secularists asa temporary convenience. "(29)
As Brier and Blanche have pointed out, the relationship between Mossadeq and Kashani, who was the leader of the nan-elite and medium ranked
'ulama' and formerlj supporter of Mossadeq, was characterized by latter's
reluctance to accept Mossadeq's political leaders~ip. Brier and Blanhe have
argued that "Had Kashani, representing the 'ulama' power, and Mossadeq, representing the Nationalist and national bourgeoise reached an understanding, ıran would have had a different history. "(30)
During the chaotic days of 16-1 O August 1953,when the Shah departed
from the country and retirned under the aegis of the western sponsored
coup _d'etat against Mossadeg, it was clear that the majority of clergy played crucial role in the oust of the Prime Minister. During those days, to
undermine the Prime Minister's the Grand Ayatullah Brujirdi held a public
demonstration of their support for the Pahlavi regime at 'Faizieh', Theological School of Qoum. "it was declared at this meeting that since nationa-
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lization of oil violated principles of private ownership, it was, therefore, unlslamic. "(31) Particularly, the Burujirdi-Bihbihani network, representing the
'ulama' elite, could be claimed to have unconditionally supported Shah
whereby mobilizing the crowds of Tehran and asking Shah, by an urgent
cable, to come back to ıran for Shi'ism and lslam needed h.im.(32)
Additionally thi clergy leadership was completely awere of the fact that if
nationalization of oil had been successfully achieved, it would ciea[IY mean that Mossadeq's nationalist front would not hesitate to impose t~e rest
of the national and secular reforms which would bring about drastic dec•
rease in 'ulama's' politicaı"position. According to Akhavi, it was 'an ·exchange': "it may be that the clergy was willing to make this s~crifice in exchange for what it believed was the temporal authority's concessions on
internal matters related to the growth the religious institution inside the country.(33)
it is hardly surprising that the oust of Mossadeq underlined a new increase in the power of the clergy in ıran. Shah is said to have contacted BrujirdiBihbihanj network and formed a new alliance as Muhammed Riza Shah
had done after the cancellation of 'Tobacco Concession'. Akhavi descri"'.
bes that collaboration 'ironical' and points out that "the government called tor, and received 'ulama' backing for its policies compromise and dealing with foreing powers and.influence."(34) At the end, the political ma. neouvrability of the high rank clergy had once saved their grup intersts
and it has become clergy that gained ascendancy vis-a-vis state. On the
other hand, the success of the coup d'etat was due to the inability of communists to resist the tide of counter revolution. it was not only 'ulama' whose
political attitude was disabled by the lack of consistent and long-sighted
political strategy, but Tudeh which failed to standby ~ossadeq's liberalnationalist policies which would have eventually yielded more 'ulama-free'
and more democratically organized polity. Therefore, as Halliday argued,
"this initially sectarian policy was itself a reflection of Soviet policy; for,
had the Soviet Union supported Mossadeq from the star with military and
economic aid, and had the Tudeh rallied all its forces in ıran behind Mossadeq from the beginning a different outcome night well have eventuated. "(35)
After August 1953, 'ulama' withdrew to their mosques and madrasahs. The
Shah not surprisingly chose to form an alliance with the Brujidi-Bihbihani
conservative_ faction to cope with radical religious organizations as
'Fida'iyan' and to eliminate the Communist Party. The period from
1953-1963 witnessed that a more self confident monarch began to make
his own policy, and that central state apparatus was begun to be fortified
whereby the bureaucratization of power the establishment ofa secret police network, SAVAK. it played crucial role to sustain the regime during the
last two decades of Pahlavi rule and destroyed '' a sense of revolutionary
efficacy and reduced options sa significantly that only the most dedicated
p~rsisted in antiregime activities. "(36)
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in 1955,the Shah dismissed Prime Minister Zahidi who had failed to up
to the expectations of his external sponsors, but continued to rely on the
same alliance as Zahidi had. Honever, by 1960, he took plunge to make
major shift in his alliance system replacing conservative religious elemets
with the peasantry and urban class. it was January 1963 when Shah proclaimed his White Revolution. in Aprıl 1963 he received support in excess
of 99 per cent. 'White Revolution' aimed at "a substantial transformation
of lranian society that itself shaped the tensions that underlay the revolutuon" of 1979.(37)
Two months after its proclamation White Revolution began to take firts challenges from major cities. it was a new leadership which led to the demonstrations. it was Khmeini whose name has been firstly emerged asa religious leader.
"Khomeini's time was approaching. Whatever the theory behind his
White Revolution, the Shah was attracting the broadening mass of potential participants in the political process ... The newly participant tended to be highly religious and respectful of cleaders such as Khomeini
who spoke their language and understood their ..::ınger, bitterness, and
aspirations. ''(38)
Shah's determined commitmend to his reform program deepened the resentment among 'ulama' ranks and eventuatly decomposed a tactical alliance between two groups with fundamentally different perspectives and
interests. it was the land reform bill of December 1959 that has initially
prompted confrontation befween 'ulama' and state. it would be 'ulama'
which would evidently lose its own political and material authority over the
country. As Lambton noted, 'the opposition of the religious classes was
probably due not only, or even mainly to kobscurantism and reaction but
rather to an instinctive feelir.g tahat the whittling away in one fiel by the
temporal government' (39) The land reform, on the other hand, would mean to lose control over their land. (40) From general point of view, 'ulama'
pas insisted the reforms of Shah as a general threat to their own raison ·
d'etre and power over societal matters.
During the first phase of the confrontation, however, the alliance seemed
to continue on foreign policy issues. The hostility of Shati towards socialist oriented Abd al-Karim Qasim regime in lraq was by 'ulama'. While the
latter were trying to encourage the Communist party, 'Tudeh', of ıran, Shah
undoubtedly welcomed the 'fatwa' denouncing communism by the leading
clerics of the Shi's community of 'Atabat' in Najef, lraq.
when the Government has decided to join the regional defense alliance
system which had been sponsored and established by England, no public .
clergy reservations seemed to have been raised. Akhavi mentions the parliamentaryliameatary statement by the nephew of Ayatallah Bihbihani, Ja'far
Bihbihani, orı 19 October 1955, as the single 'ulama' manifestation over
the alliance. As sounding more like an international legal specialist hired
by goverment, Akhavi argues, that a spokesman tor the 'ulama', Bihbiha-
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ni tried to justify the decision of government by claiming that the alliance
was a defensive one, and ıran had had the right to inter into diplomatic
agreemets as a sovereign state, and there had been nothing against1he
collective security provisions of the charter of the United Nations.
· Bihbihani has also attacked the USSA by recalling tlat the United Nations,
the United States and the lranian army saved the country from falling victim to the annexeationist designs of the Soviet Union after the war. Akhavi
qualifies that his speech may be seen as an attempt to clear the mind of
the most xenophobic meriıbers of the 'ulama' from the simplistic notion
that ali foreigners were equally harmful to lslam. (41) Another foreign policy issue was the relationship with Egypt on which both parties have agreed. The government seemend to have easily justified its position against
UAR: F'or, Cairo has been trying to depict the Arabness of Persian Gulf
and violating lran's sovereignty rights over oil producing province of Khu~
zistan.(42)
However, the government's elusive manifestations to explain pro-lsraeli
foregin policies could not help to prevent the confrontation and were challenged by radical oriented religious leaders as Kashani. Shah's willingness
to continue cordial relations with lsrael woÜld later become' one of the strong
sources of resentment among 'ulama'.
V.CONCLUSION
1979 ıran Revolution seems a product of well organized activity ofa political alliance between two social groups, which could relatively stay away
the direct control of the central secular state apparatus, representig religious and cortımercial aspects of the society, 'ulama' and 'bazar'. The alliance between two independent sectors of lranian society could be in part
seen as the extension of the fact that the prophet Muhammed was himself
a trader and thereby traders have always been respected by muslims. Regarding this traditional alliance, Afshar out thar 'ulama' seems to have played 'a significant part in the moral intellectual and political lives of the
'bazaar' merchants, artisans and workers.'(43) On the other hand it has
been 'bazaar' whose economic power economic power enabled 'ulama' .
to survive independently financial terms vis-a-vis monarchy, and strikes
to paralyse entire economic life to express solidarity with 'ulama'. Therefore, it has become a historical fact that lran's decentralized form of polity,
with a state too weak to enforce control policies, i.e secular policies for
'ulama' and economic policies for 'bazaar', over these relatively ir:ıdepen
dent and self-sufficient social groups, has always been fragile against centrifugal forces.
However, it would be misleading to treat 'ulama' asa monolithic social stratum. The split in 'ulama' ranks has seemed to have been among those
who supported radical-reformist political movements those who adopted
political quietism, and those who supported temporal authority. Yet, there
is a discussion about the relative weight of oppositional and pro-Shah forces among the ranks of 'ulama'. Some anti-clerical scholars, for instance,
S. Arjomand, R. lrfani, particularly puts emphasis on the latter groupping.
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On the other hand, majority of students of lranian politics argue that oppositional tendency of ulama' overwhelms conservative wing. But, it cannot
be denied that, as Cole and Keddie argue, even though they were pushed
by merchants and intellectuals, ulama' succeeded toplaya key role 'in
leading and getting popular support for the tobacco movement and the
constitutional revolution once its secularist implications, harmful to their
power and influence, became clear" .(44). However, it is clear that although they are organized independently from the state, they were until
1978,unable to act independently.
Consequently, it is possible to accept that 'ulama' has either clashed or
reconciled with the state regarding to preserve its group interest. Therefore, it is unlikely to claim that 'ulama' has consistantly opposed and independently taken positions against state since the Tobacco Protest' until
1979 Revolution.
1
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Vl. NOTES
(") Marmara Üniversitesi İktisadi ve İdari Bilimler Fakültesi Uluslararası İlişkiler Bölumü.
( 1) Kendie and Gole argues that modern nationalism is still a more effective tool to understand the contemporary Middle East. According to them "Shi'i activism ... is different in
lraq or in Lebanon than in ıran, and most lraqi and Lebanese Shi'is wish to achieve a
more equal status within their own societies rather than to give up their national identities completely tor religious ones." see N. R. Kendie and Juan R. 1. Gole, Shl'ism and
Social Protest (New Haven: Yale University Press) 1986, P.2.
( 2) H. Gorbin, "Pour une Morphologie de la Spiritualite Shi'ite." Eranas-Yahrbuch, (Zurich),
XXIX (1960) P.69 in H.Algar, Religion and State in lran, 1785-1906, (The Role ofthe
Ulama in the Qajar Period), Berkeley: University of the Ulama in the Qajar Period), Berkeley: University of Galitornia Press, 1980,P .5.
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